Declaration to
Livestock Transporter
Declaration to Livestock Transporter that NAIT animals are tagged and registered
Please complete this form upon request from your transport operator.
Name of person in charge of animals
Address animals moved from
NAIT location number
I declare I am
the registered NAIT person in charge of these animals consigned for transport from this NAIT location
or
the person in day-to-day charge of these animals consigned for transport from this location

yes
yes

Tally

animals are tagged and registered

yes

Tally

animals are unsafe to tag, are visibly marked, and comply with the conditions of the exemption

yes

Tally

fallow deer are exempt from tagging and comply with the conditions of the exemption

yes

Tally

animals destined for a game estate, safari park or zoo have had their NAIT
devices removed in accordance with the conditions of the exemption

yes

in accordance with the National Animal Identification and Tracing (NAIT) Act and Regulations.

Signature

Date

/

/
OSPRI_2020_05_28

Requirements for the Declaration to Livestock Transporters
Obligation on person who moves NAIT animals
It is an offence to move a NAIT animal from a NAIT location or other location
unless the animal is fitted with the prescribed NAIT device.
However, a transport operator or drover is exempt from the obligation if:
(a) the PICA at the location from which the NAIT animal is moved provides the
transport operator or drover with a declaration that the animal has been:
(i)

fitted with the prescribed NAIT device; and

(ii) 	identified and registered with the NAIT organisation
in accordance with this Act;
and
(b) the transport operator or drover carries, or has access to,
the declaration at all times while moving the animal.

NAIT is an OSPRI programme

To assist transporters with their compliance, they may request a declaration
from you.
Before completion of the declaration it is your responsibility to check your NAIT
animals are tagged and registered in accordance with the Act. Any animals that
are deemed unsafe to tag must be visually marked and comply with conditions
of the exemption.
Regulation 18 – NAIT (Obligation and Exemptions) Regulations
NAIT animals being moved to a game estate, safari park or zoo may have their
tags removed before transport if approval is given by a NAIT Authorised Person
or NAIT officer pursuant to Regulation 18 and are exempt from the obligations
under section 30 and 31A of the NAIT Act.

